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The Remediation Orchestration
Platform - Orchestrate Fix from
Start to Finish

What we do
At Vulcan Cyber, we see a world in which
vulnerabilities are fixed and eliminated rather
than simply managed. We want our customers
to be confident in the face of accumulating risks
to businesses stemming from unaddressed
vulnerabilities and related exploits.
To make this vision a reality, our vulnerability
remediation orchestration and security analytics

Prioritize.
Using advanced security analytics and
customizable algorithms, Vulcan prioritizes
vulnerabilities based on the severity of risk
in your unique environment, as well as your
ability to fix them.
Remedy.
Curated remediation intelligence delivers the
right remedies to corresponding vulnerabilities,
giving IT security teams ready-to-use fixes, such
as patches, configuration scripts, workarounds,
mitigating actions, and compensating controls,
rather than aimless to-do lists.

platform has been built from the ground up
to deliver a very simple but powerful value
proposition: Get fix done.
Vulcan Cyber® orchestration and analytics is
the glue that security and IT teams need to drive
remediation outcomes. We supplement any IT
security function or toolset with these three valueadded solutions:

Automate.
Remediation playbooks and orchestration
campaigns tie into your existing tools to
automate the entire fixing process, including
remediation actions, verification, ticketing,
and reporting, all of which make it easier to
remediate effectively at cloud scale and at the
speed of DevOps.
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Orchestrate fix from start to finish
START ON THE RIGHT FIX.

GET THE FIX YOU NEED.

Fix what matters most. A chronic backlog of
vulnerabilities and endless to-do lists make it
virtually impossible to close cybersecurity gaps
and stay ahead of the bad actors. Vulcan takes
your unique risk tolerance into account, prioritizing
vulnerabilities based on severity of risk, fixability,
and the threat to business assets. With smart
prioritization, you fit more fix into your schedule.

Stop sending IT and dev teams on a wild
fix chase, searching for fixes in forums and
libraries over and over again. Using remediation
intelligence, Vulcan makes sure the right remedies
get to the right people, right away. We curate
the best fix—be it a patch, configuration script,
workaround, compensating control, or mitigating
action—and outline the exact steps to deploy it.

BECOME A FIXING MACHINE.
Let’s be honest: The remediation workflow is pure chaos and drains a lot of time and energy. Complex, multiphase, and tedious remediation tasks are carried out across numerous teams, each with its own mindset,
priorities, and tools. Scale your existing tools to tackle your entire to-fix list. Turn complex fixing processes
into simple step-by-step workflows, then automate away all the tedious steps you want—from ticket routing
to the patching itself. That way, you can scale up your remediation while scaling down your backlog.

Analyze fix across the organization
Vulcan Cyber remediation analytics provides
security and IT leaders with a clear and
comprehensive view into the state of
vulnerability remediation efforts across
security and IT functions.
Because let’s face it: Remediation
campaigns are fluid, as are the risks they
seek to eliminate. With siloed teams and
tools, it is very difficult for InfoSec leaders
to get the real-time visibility they need into
vulnerability remediation progress and
outcomes to ultimately get fix done and
protect business.
CISOs and CIOs shouldn’t have to manually
extract vulnerability remediation metrics
from their organizations and dozens of tools.
Vulcan Cyber remediation analytics collects
and integrates relevant input from hundreds

of data sources to give executives the
insights they need to manage businesscritical issues such as risk, compliance,
and service-level agreements. Pre-built,
but customizable, reports and dashboards
for risk posture, compliance status, and
SLA attainment deliver clear insight into
the status of all facets of remediation.
Plus, stakeholders are alerted if critical
cybersecurity governance, risk, and
compliance issues are detected.
Vulcan Cyber remediation analytics
accelerates your transition from passive
vulnerability management to proactive
vulnerability remediation and automated
cyber hygiene.
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Vulnerability remediation at its best
Vulcan Cyber vulnerability remediation orchestration and analytics delivers
risk-based vulnerability prioritization, the best remedies, and end-to-end
automation so you can get fix done at scale, with full visibility.

LASER FOCUS
An outcome-driven, context-aware vulnerability remediation program keeps
everyone fixing on the same page. Remediation becomes hyper-focused and
efficient, with the right people working on the right vulnerabilities at the right
time and with the right tools.

EFFICIENCY AT SCALE
Vulcan Cyber knows you have invested in excellent tools that help manage and
automate elements of the vulnerability remediation effort. Vulcan integrates
with these tools to harmonize as many vulnerability remediation tasks as
possible, helping teams collaborate seamlessly within Vulcan remediation
campaigns and playbooks to “get fix done” as one

END-TO-END VISIBILITY
You can’t manage what you can’t see. The Vulcan Cyber platform provides
a single source of scan-to-fix truth for all remediation stakeholders,
with clear visibility into processes and outcomes. Business intelligence
dashboards powered by advanced analytics support data-driven decisions
for your vulnerability remediation program.
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Fixes well with others
Vulcan Cyber integrates easily with all of your team’s existing tools for vulnerability assessment,
asset management, collaboration, ITSM, patching, DevOps, and more.
A partial list of available integrations includes:

ASSET DATA

COLLABORATION

SCAN DATA

DEPLOYMENT

About Vulcan
The powerful Vulcan remediation orchestration and security
analytics platform hands teams the exact priorities, remedies,
and automation they need to get fix done.

That’s why industry leaders like Snowflake, Clarivate,
Informatica, and Blue Cross Blue Shield already use Vulcan to
fix more vulnerabilities while spending 85% less time doing so.

Unlike typical vulnerability management tools that simply give
you an endless to-fix list, Vulcan prioritizes based on both
severity and fixability, hands you the ideal remedy for the job,
then orchestrates and automates the entire fixing process.

Contact us to learn how Vulcan Cyber can help your
company get fix done. Make sure to request a demo or your
own instance of Vulcan Free, or start using Remedy Cloud
today for free.
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